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i had the opportunity to go
to polytechnic college,

montreal (cps), and notre
dame, and i have also

visited moscow, sydney,.
rome, japan, taiwan and

australia. i believe that one
could learn to dance from
a very young age. i also

have visited japan, turkey,
france, canada, australia,
sweden and many other
countries, most of which
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are in europe. i have
visited various schools,

colleges, hospitals,
auditoriums and primary
schools. i believe that a
person could learn to
dance even at these

places. i have noticed that,
at the primary level,

mostly boys dance, while
at the secondary level the
students are mostly girls.

there is a dramatic change
in the manner in which

dancing is practiced in the
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universities. unfortunately,
what we have seen today
is a lot different than what
we saw before, especially

in dance forms. when i
went to japan, i was told

that the japanese women,
who have a "natural" body,

are the best dancers. i
have seen the most

beautiful women dance
with ease. it is very

impressive to see the
women put their heart into

the dance they are
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practicing. some people
say that the ballroom

dance practice is centered
on the "dance line". i

believe that this practice is
also very important, and i
have been in hundreds of
dance competitions, and

they have all shown
remarkable dance lines. i

have tried to learn
ballroom dancing from
various dance teachers,

including tommy hamilton,
who introduced my father,
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to dancing, at the age of 3.
he is also known as the
"king of the ballroom

dance" and "the champ of
the world". 5ec8ef588b
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